A number of transonic airfoils, designed using differing approaches, are evaluated over a wide range of operating conditions, using a tool for generating aerodynamic performance maps. Details of key performance boundaries are also extracted, including drag divergence and separation onset. The aerodynamic performance maps and boundaries, which are based upon extensive use of a rapid 2D CFD tool, are first demonstrated on an existing airfoil, for which the design condition is known and for which experimental data is available. Aerodynamic maps are then presented for a series of airfoils which are designed using a sonic plateau, inverse design approach. Further maps are presented for airfoils designed using single-point and multi-point optimization. The impact of the alternative design approaches is studied, using the performance maps and the resulting characteristics of the performance boundaries. In particular, the trade-off between drag divergence and the onset of separation, combined with viscous and wave drag development, is presented. The study provides some insights into the challenge of achieving a well posed optimization formulation for transonic airfoil design. 
Nomenclature

I. Introduction
The application of optimization to transonic airfoil design has been widely reported in numerous studies over several decades. However, a consistent means to formulate the optimization problem, in order to obtain practical designs which avoid poor or unsmooth off-design performance, has been a topic of research for many years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . A fairly recent study, reported in reference 1, highlights that the definition of a well-posed optimization formulation for transonic design, remains a current and relevant challenge. This paper describes some insights that have gained by comparing off-design behaviour, over a wide range of conditions, for a number of airfoils which have been generated using differing approaches for transonic airfoil design. In particular, off-design characteristics are presented in the form of aerodynamic performance maps, including prediction of the location of critical performance boundaries such as drag divergence and onset of separation.
A rapid airfoil analysis tool is used extensively during generation of the aerodynamic performance maps and critical boundaries. Hence, the suitability of this analysis tool is first assessed by comparison with experiment for the RAE5225 transonic airfoil. This existing airfoil case is particularly useful because the original airfoil design conditions are known, which in turn provides a means to assess the process used for generating the performance maps and critical boundaries. Next, a parametric set of airfoils is designed by revisiting an early supercritical design methodology, based upon inverse design to achieve a sonic plateau. Finally two airfoils are designed using a standard optimization formulation and their off-design behaviour compared with the sonic plateau designs. The issues associated with formulating an optimization problem to achieve desirable off-design characteristics are discussed.
II. Rapid Airfoil Analysis
The current study involves generation of very large numbers of transonic aerodynamic calculations, together with extensive use of detailed aerodynamic quantities associated with local flow features and drag components. The use of a high fidelity CFD approach was not considered feasible, due to the large computational cost, so a lower fidelity method has been adopted. It is clearly critical that this lower fidelity approach sufficiently models the key features associated with transonic airfoil performance, in order to justify use in the current study.
VGK is a mature 2-dimensional CFD code, developed at RAE 8 and available commercially through IHS ESDU 9 . It employs a coupled solution of the full-potential equation for compressible flow and integral methods to represent laminar and turbulent boundary layer effects. The method is applicable for subsonic and transonic flow over a single element airfoil, with a sharp or moderately blunt trailing edge, including cases with relatively weak shock waves (local Mach number just upstream of shock M shock taking values up to 1.3). The method is suitable for attached flows, but can also be usefully applied for cases which would have limited regions of flow separation in order to predict the onset of separation 10 . Individual VGK calculations can be run for either fixed incidence or a target lift coefficient. Boundary layer transition location, for the upper and lower surfaces, can be estimated as part of the calculation within VGK, or can be specified. Each VGK calculation is typically halted when the residuals, for both the inviscid full-potential equations and the coupled viscous equations, have reduced to a suitably low value, such that further convergence would have only a negligible effect on the aerodynamic parameters of interest. The computational cost of an individual VGK calculation is typically less than 1 second on a standard desktop type processor.
For drag prediction using VGK, previous studies have demonstrated that improved consistency is achieved by use of separate drag components, rather than using integration of surface flow quantities. The coefficient of wave drag (C Dw ) is calculated using Lock's method, which identifies individual shock waves around the airfoil. The viscous drag coefficient (C Dv ) is obtained from a far-field wake momentum thickness. The total drag coefficient (C D ) is simply the sum of the wave and viscous drag components.
The suitability of VGK for use in the current study is demonstrated through application to the RAE5225 transonic airfoil AGARD test case, which has a maximum thickness to chord ratio t/c max = 14%, relatively large rear camber and finite trailing edge thickness, as shown in Figure 1 . RAE5225 was originally designed as part of a family of airfoils to study the effect of novel rear sections 11 . A range of experimental cases for RAE5225 are described in AGARD AR-303 12 . VGK results are compared with experiment for two conditions, before and approximately at drag divergence, as detailed in Table 1 . In both cases, upper and lower surface transition is fixed at 5% chord, to match experiment.
Fig. 1 RAE5225 airfoil
Case B1 corresponds a near sonic rooftop condition, at M = 0.735, C L = 0.403 and Reynolds number Re = 6.03 x 10 6 . At this condition, Figure 2a shows the upper surface flow is just transonic, with a small leading edge suction feature and the possible presence of a very weak shock wave. Case B2 corresponds to a drag divergence condition, at M = 0.737, C L = 0.659 and Re = 6.04 x 10 6 , with Figure 2b showing there is a well-established transonic rooftop, culminating in a moderately strong shock at 50% chord. Figure 2 indicates VGK captures the key features of the pressure distributions. Prediction of the onset of separation is discussed further in the next section, but it is noted here that for Case B1 VGK indicates fully attached flow, whilst for Case B2 the separation criteria defined later suggests upper surface trailing edge separation is likely, which is confirmed in reference 12. Table 1 provides a comparison of the total drag coefficient. In addition, for VGK, wave drag coefficient is also presented to provide an indication of shock strength. For both cases the total drag is underestimated by VGK, although the trend in drag between the shock free case and the case at drag divergence is predicted well. The ability to use VGK to predict the increase in drag associated with drag divergence, together with the onset of separation, is a key element of the current study. 
III. Aerodynamic Performance Maps
The current paper is concerned with deriving insights into how the formulation of an airfoil design problem affects not only the performance at specific operating conditions, but also the wider impact on characteristic boundaries, such as drag divergence and separation onset. A flexible tool, AeroMap, for generating aerodynamic performance maps has been developed, which is applied in combination with VGK. AeroMap generates a large performance database, through VGK analysis over a wide range of operating conditions. In the current study, this range extends from subsonic low lift to transonic high lift conditions, such that characteristic boundaries can be identified from analysis of the entire performance database. AeroMap is implemented using MATLAB and includes generation of all CFD results, collation and storage of data, post-processing for characteristic boundaries and presentation of results. AeroMap can use a fairly coarse resolution of the space of operating conditions, combined with interpolation, but throughout the current study results are presented in a 'raw' format. This means a fine resolution of the space of operating conditions is needed, but this approach is adopted to avoid localized off-design features (such as present for optimized designs) being missed or smoothed over.
The AeroMap process identifies a drag divergence boundary, for variation of drag divergence Mach number (M DD ) over the range of C L conditions analyzed. A number of possible criteria exist for identifying a drag divergence Mach number 13 . A simple criteria defines M DD as the lowest freestream Mach number for which wave drag has reached C Dw = 0.0020. A second criteria defines M DD as the lowest freestream Mach number for which the gradient of the drag coefficient, with respect to freestream Mach number, is equal to 0.1:
The difference in the predicted value of M DD from these two criteria is generally anticipated to be small 13 . Comparisons, using AeroMap and VGK, suggest the first approach tends to typically predict values for M DD which are larger by approximately 0.01 at a design lift condition. M DD based on Equation 1 is used here, but since C Dw will also be presented, a likely prediction of M DD based on the simple criteria (C Dw = 0.0020) can also be observed.
Reference 10 provides a criterion for predicting the onset of flow separation using VGK. This criterion addresses both trailing edge separation (trailing edge pressure divergence) and shock induced separation, based upon calibration against a wide range of experimental data. AeroMap derives an associated onset of separation boundary, which corresponds to the lowest freestream Mach number M sep , varying with C L , for which the onset of separation is first predicted. For the current study, separation onset is typically associated with upper surface trailing edge separation.
A sonic flow boundary is identified, in terms of variation of the critical Mach number M crit with C L . Local flow velocities over the full airfoil are monitored, to identify the lowest freestream Mach number M crit for which sonic flow is present. In general, for transonic airfoils at moderate to high C L conditions, onset of sonic flow is usually associated with an upper surface leading edge suction peak. For lower values of C L , sonic flow may occur first for the mid-chord or aft-chord region (associated with large aft camber) or indeed on the lower surface.
Additional quantities, which have been found useful for transonic airfoil design, are also extracted. The maximum value of the local Mach number over the airfoil surface (M Max ) is identified. The wave drag method, used within VGK, also provides information about the local Mach number just upstream of a shock (M shock ). Multiple shocks may be present, each of which are included in the VGK wave drag calculation, but within AeroMap only the single largest value of M shock is presented. The value of M shock identified within VGK does not vary smoothly, as a result of sensitivity to the distribution of grid points in the region of the shock and, in particular, the locations at which local Mach number is available. However, the unsmoothed values of M shock can give a valuable visual indication of peak shock strength. In particular, regions where M shock approaches a value of 1.3 and beyond will be apparent, which in turn can highlight concerns regarding the potential for shock induced flow separation and inappropriate use of full potential flow modelling.
A further reference boundary for comparison is defined by the empirical Korn equation:
where Κ is the Korn technology factor for an airfoil, which has a drag divergence Mach number M DD at a design lift coefficient of C L . A value of K=0.95 has been suggested as typical for modern transonic airfoil designs, but separate studies have suggested this value is more appropriate for airfoils having a thickness of 12% or below. In addition, it will be sensitive to the criterion used to determine M DD which can lead to an increase in M DD of 0.01 at the design lift condition, which in turn would lead to an equivalent value of 0.95 for the Korn factor. In the current study M DD is based on Equation 1 and a value of K=0.94 will be used for comparison with airfoils having a thickness of 14%.
To highlight the output from the AeroMap process, it is first applied to an airfoil for which the original design conditions are known. In particular, reference 11 indicates RAE5225 was designed for M = 0.735, C L = 0.6 and Re = 20 x 10 6 . Attached flow was anticipated for this design condition, whilst upper surface trailing edge separation was expected for lower Reynolds number conditions during wind-tunnel testing. AeroMap has been applied over the range of Mach number and C L operating conditions listed in Table 2 . Each VGK calculation was run in fixed lift mode. The same range of Mach number and C L were investigated for two values of Reynolds number, where Re = 6.04 x 10 6 corresponds to subscale wind-tunnel conditions (Case B4), whilst Re = 20 x 10 6 is the full-scale design condition. Transition is fixed at 5% chord for the upper and lower surfaces for both Reynolds numbers, as was the case for reference 12. A total of 1978 VGK calculations were generated during the AeroMap process and the equivalent elapse time for a single processor, including all data collation and post-processing, is 1610 seconds. Selected aerodynamic performance maps, at the design Reynold number Re = 20 x 10 6 , are shown in Figure 4 . Comparison with Figure 3 shows the general features of the maps are very similar, particularly for the location of the sonic flow boundary, the general variation of wave drag and the corresponding drag divergence boundary. Increasing the Reynolds number has a significant effect for the onset of separation boundary, with attached flow now predicted for the majority of the range of conditions investigated. There is still a local minimum in the wave drag at M = 0.735, though this occurs at a slightly higher value of C L than in Figure 3a . 6 . It can also be seen from Table 3 that RAE5225 has a weak shock at its design condition. Figure 5a also shows there is a 'drag bump' in the total drag curves, for Mach numbers below the design condition. This type of drag bump is frequently seen in transonic airfoil optimization and minimizing or avoiding this type of off-design feature is a major challenge when formulating a design optimization problem. Figure 5a shows this drag bump is mainly associated with the development of wave drag (often double shock features) and Figure 4a suggests a drag bump would be seen for all values of C L above approximately 0.5. Figure 5b indicates the airfoil is also tuned around the design lift. Indeed it can be seen from the presented results that the design has been simultaneously tuned for M, C L and Re. 
IV. Airfoil design study
A set of related transonic airfoils will be presented, which are designed using a number of differing approaches, with subsequent assessment using AeroMap. For all cases, whether based on inverse design or direct optimization, a mature transonic airfoil optimization tool CODAS-2D
14 has been applied using 11 variables to control camber curvature. All cases use a common thickness distribution taken from the SC(2)-0714 airfoil, which is described in reference 15 and shown in Figure 6 . This thickness distribution corresponds to a value for t/c max = 14% and both the leading edge radius and trailing edge thickness are moderately large compared to more recent transonic airfoil designs. The thickness distribution is chosen for consistency in the current study, because the 'sonic plateau' inverse design approach, used as part of the design of the SC(2)-0714 airfoil, is also one of the design approaches used here.
All design cases, together with subsequent AeroMap analysis, use a fixed Reynolds number of 30 x 10 6 , which is representative of a full-scale design conditions, with upper and lower surface transition fixed at 3% chord. AeroMap analysis for the designed airfoils used the same resolution of Mach number and C L shown in Table 2 , though only a subset of the chosen ranges will be presented for clarity. 
A. Sonic Plateau Airfoil Design
In reference 15 Harris describes the evolution of transonic airfoil designs having delayed drag divergence, together with the associated design methodology 16 , at NASA during the 1960/70s. In particular, the design approach resulted from numerous design studies, mainly using subcritical tools, together with associated wind tunnel testing. Reference 15 indicates the general design approach, for delaying drag divergence, involved specification of a target sonic plateau type pressure distribution, corresponding to a specified freestream Mach number and moderately low 'off-design' C L condition. Subsequent analysis of the resulting airfoil at a range of operating conditions would then highlight the most appropriate design C L for the airfoil, with further design tuning of the resulting basic sonic rooftop airfoil then being completed. Although this approach may be a little indirect, in that the desired final design conditions are not directly integrated at the outset, it is clear from reference 15 that practical design guidelines were established for families of airfoils having varying t/c max and design C L requirements. In particular, for the SC(2)-0714 airfoil a sonic plateau was specified at a freestream Mach number of 0.715, for which the corresponding sonic plateau condition is achieved at approximately C L ≈ 0.40. The resulting design condition established for SC(2)-0714 was C L = 0.7.
A range of airfoils have been designed in the current study, using a pure sonic plateau inverse design approach, for a freestream Mach number M = 0.715, each with a different plateau chordwise extent. Examples of upper surface target pressure distributions are shown in Figure 7 , together with the resulting design pressure distributions derived using CODAS-2D in inverse design mode. The target pressures are defined by a linear plateau, corresponding to local near sonic flow, together with a linear pressure rise to the trailing edge. For the two examples shown, the two linear regions intersect at a virtual chordwise position x/c rt of 0.70 and 0.74 and the resulting designs are referred to as M715_RT70 and M715_RT74 respectively. The linear regions are blended around x/c rt to give a smooth variation in C p as shown in Figure 7 . A target pressure distribution is not prescribed over the first 5% of chord. Instead, the leading edge pressure distribution will result from the pressure matching over the remaining upper surface, combined with the local shape of the thickness distribution from SC(2)-0714. The resulting sonic plateau conditions, for M715_RT70 and M715_RT74, occur at C L = 0.387 and 0.436 respectively. Separate analysis suggests the value of x/c rt = 0.74 gives a broadly similar sonic plateau to that of the SC(2)-0714 airfoil, though the pressure distribution for SC(2)-0714 indicates further fine tuning of the design which will not be present for the current sonic plateau designs. The geometry and camber shapes for the two airfoil designs are shown in Figure 8 . The general shapes are very similar to the SC(2)-0714 airfoil in Figure 6 , as would be expected. The extended plateau extent for the M715_RT74 is achieved mainly through additional aft-camber.
Fig. 8 Sonic plateau airfoil geometries and camber.
The AeroMap analysis for M715_RT70 is shown in Figure 9 and for M715_RT74 in Figure 10 . The sonic plateau design approach leads to smoothly varying wave drag for both designs, with no indication of localized minimums as seen previously for RAE5225. The early growth of wave drag, which leads to a drag bump occurring for Mach numbers well below M DD appears to be delayed to higher values of C L for M715_RT74, compared to M715_RT70. The extended sonic plateau for M715_RT74, compared to M715_RT70, delivers an associated delay in the drag divergence boundary over the full range of C L analyzed. The sonic boundary for M715_RT74 is also delayed for lower values of lift. The beneficial delay in drag divergence, seen for M715_RT74, is countered by a predicted earlier onset of trailing edge separation. Figure 11 shows the combined results for both sonic plateau designs, highlighting the variation in the location of the drag divergence boundary (bounded between K=0.934 and 0.942) and the separation onset boundary as x/c rt increases. Indeed, the drag divergence boundary and the onset of separation boundaries approximately coincide for M715_RT74 at high values of C L . Further designs confirm that this trade-off behaviour, between these boundaries, varies smoothly with the choice of x/c rt and larger values lead to onset of separation prior to drag divergence. This predicted earlier onset of separation is expected, since there will be an increase in the adverse pressure gradient over the rear chord as x/c rt increases, as seen in Figure 7 . The M715_RT74 design will be used as a limiting case, whereby drag divergence is delayed as much as possible, whilst ensuring onset of separation does not occur prior to drag divergence.
The contours of ML/D, in Figures 9 and 10 , suggests the largest values of ML/D generally occur for large values of C L and relatively low values of wave drag. However, these regions also correspond to low values of M, well below drag divergence, so there does not appear to be an obvious choice for a design CL in each case. Recalling the discussion of the drag bump seen for RAE5225, it can be seen in Figure 9a that a design CL = 0.65 would approximately correspond to the bounding value of CL beyond which a drag bump would occur for M715_RT70, whilst a design CL = 0.70 would be more appropriate for M715_RT74. Since the M715_RT74 case already represents a limiting case in terms of drag divergence and onset of separation, this additional choice of CL = 0.7 will be used as a baseline design condition for further detailed analysis and design. This choice of design CL = 0.7 is also in line with the stated design condition for SC(2)-0714, from which M715_RT74 is substantially derived. Figure 12 presents the drag rise characteristics for M715_RT70 and M715_RT74 at C L = 0.7. There is no significant drag bump present for M715_RT74, beyond a very low level of wave drag, whilst a more significant drag bump has developed for M715_RT70. Figure 12 also highlights that, at lower Mach numbers, prior to development of wave drag, M715_RT70 has a lower level of viscous drag. This reduced viscous drag will be associated with the relaxed adverse pressure gradient for M715_RT70. However, this beneficial reduction in viscous drag is offset by an earlier increase in wave drag for M715_RT70, such that M715_RT74 has lower total drag beyond M = 0.705. Table 4 . This choice is a possible balance of a high operating Mach number, slightly below drag divergence, which is close to the onset of separation and has a low level of wave drag (3-4 drag counts). This choice is still somewhat arbitrary, since the sonic plateau design approach delivers smoothly varying performance, from which an obvious 'tuned' design condition is not apparent. It is worth noting from Table 4 that M715_RT70 has a lower level of viscous drag at this design condition, but a significantly larger value of wave drag.
Fig. 11 Effect of sonic plateau rooftop extent on drag divergence and separation boundaries.
B. Single Point Optimization
Two further airfoils have been designed using CODAS-2D and VGK in direct optimization mode, with the aim of investigating the impact of focusing design upon a specific region of operating conditions. In particular, the current example is based upon improving ML/D around the design condition derived from the sonic rooftop study at M = 0.725, C L = 0.7 and Re = 30 x 10 6 . Camber optimization is based on the same 11 variables used for sonic plateau design, but the values are initialized to the allow optimization to start from the M715_RT74 geometry. The C L requirements are satisfied directly using the VGK fixed lift mode.
The first case uses a single point optimization formulation at the design condition, for which maximization of ML/D is effectively a minimization of the total drag at fixed Mach number and lift. The result of the single point optimization case, designated OPT_1PT, is shown in Table 4 and a significant increase in ML/D is predicted for the design condition compared to M715_RT74, as a result of both wave and viscous drag reduction. Results from wider analysis of OPT_1PT with AeroMap are presented in Figure 13 . Comparison of Figure 13 with M715_RT74 results in Figure 10 , shows the drag divergence boundary for OPT_1PT occurs significantly earlier up to C L = 0.65, after which there is an abrupt change and the boundaries are then more similar. However, the onset of separation boundary is significantly different between the two designs. In particular, attached flow is predicted over most of the operating space analyzed for OPT_1PT, with the onset of separation boundary now instead resulting from shock induced separation rather than trailing edge separation. Table 4 show C Dw is reduced to zero at the design condition, whilst the contours in Figure 13a show C Dw increases rapidly away from this location. The complex nature of the drag divergence boundary highlights that the influence of the single point design extends over a wide region of conditions. For C L between 0.55 and 0.65, a central 'drag divergence' boundary is shown to emphasize the presence of a 'valley' in the contours, though this central boundary actually shows a local drag reduction rather than an increase i.e. the local gradient from Equation 1 is equal to -0.1 along this central boundary. This valley indicates a localized reduction in wave drag along a path of M and C L locations, which extends from C L = 0.60 to 0.75. Figure 14 shows constant lift and constant Mach number cross-sections through the aerodynamic performance maps, centered about the design condition (additional resolution in Mach number has been added around the design Mach number to highlight the highly localized nature of the wave drag changes). The localized improvement for OPT_1PT is clearly visible (and clearly impractical), both in terms of M and C L variation. At lower M and C L conditions a double shock feature appears leading to a significant reduction in performance compared to the sonic rooftop designs. Similar localized tuning of single point designs has been reported widely, based upon optimization using higher fidelity CFD methods, with results presented in reference 1 being particularly relevant. Results at M = 0.6 and below, where drag is solely due to viscous drag, indicates OPT_1PT achieves a slightly lower level of viscous drag than either of the sonic plateau designs. Figure 15a , shows a sloping rooftop and shock free transition to subsonic flow, which is a typical output from a single point optimization design. It also highlights the reduction in the adverse pressure gradient over the rear chord, from which the resulting viscous drag reduction can be anticipated.
It is useful to compare OPT_1PT, with M715_RT70 and M715_RT74, at the sonic plateau design condition of M = 0.715 and C L ≈ 0.4, as shown in Figure 15b . It can be seen that the single point design results in a significant deviation from the sonic plateau type design approach. However, recalling the single point design used M715_RT74 as a starting point, it is possible to derive some useful insights regarding the design approach taken by the optimizer. Figure 15b shows a significant reduction in the rear adverse pressure gradient for OPT_1PT compared to M715_RT74, with an associated reduction in the chordwise location at which pressure recovery begins. This is a similar, but more extreme version of the difference between M715_RT74 and M715_RT70, which resulted in a viscous drag reduction but earlier growth of wave drag. It seems the optimizer has sought viscous drag reduction, which would appear to be a worthy aim, but this leads to a global rise in wave drag, as shown by Figure 14a . However, the optimization process has also used a highly localized approach to reduce wave drag at the design condition, which allows this viscous drag reduction to be exploited. The single point problem formulation is clearly impractical, but is useful in demonstrating the challenge in properly posing a transonic airfoil optimization problem. The localized wave drag reduction mechanism is not present within the pure sonic plateau design approach. 
C. Multi Point Optimization
The highly tuned design, seen for OPT_1PT, is very typical for single point transonic airfoil optimization. Hence, this topic has been the focus for many research studies, with many approaches proposed for improving offdesign robustness as part of the application of optimization. A variety of alternative design formulations have been investigated as part of the current study, with computational cost being a key limitation for including a wider region of design conditions. In addition, experience shows that the choice of the size and shape of this design region can be unclear a priori and some trial and error is needed to formulate the optimization problem. For brevity only one selected example using a multi-point design approach is presented here. The design aim was to broaden the region of improvement in ML/D around M = 0.725, C L = 0.7 and to reduce the significant variation in performance away from this region. AeroMap analysis for the resulting design, OPT_5PT, is shown in Figure 16 and the performance at the design condition is listed in Table 4 . It can be seen in Figure 16 that the design of OPT_5PT has been successful in broadening the region over which the design is 'tuned', compared to OPT_1PT. The drag divergence boundary is more uniform in terms of variation with CL, but there are still signs of early drag divergence for lower values of lift. Attached flow is again predicted for most of the calculated operating space, except at the highest values of M and C L , where the boundary corresponds to onset of trailing edge separation. Comparing Figures 16 and 9 highlights the general level of wave drag and ML/D is quite similar to the M715_RT70 design, at least away from the design region. Figure 17 compares the variation of drag with the sonic plateau designs, showing drag is improved around the design condition, but at the cost of a drag bump. Table 4 highlights drag divergence now occurs earlier than M715_RT74, which was used as the starting point for the optimization, but is still slightly delayed at the design C L compared to M715_RT70. Figure 18 presents the pressure distributions for OPT_5PT compared with the sonic plateau designs. Comparing Figures 15 and 18 , it can be seen that the changes to the pressure distributions have similar characteristics for both optimization cases, but are more subtle for OPT_5PT. The reduction in the adverse pressure gradients, relative to the starting point M715_RT74, is still present, but is less extreme and closer to M715_RT70. Table 4 highlights the viscous drag at the design condition is very similar for OPT_5PT and M715_RT70, whilst the optimizer has eliminated measurable wave drag. Whilst the multi-point optimization process has resulted in perhaps a more practical result than the single point case, it's off design behaviour may still non-ideal. For example, Figure 17 shows a more severe rise in wave drag above the design condition, compared to the sonic plateau cases. Closer inspection of data from AeroMap has shown that there is an earlier onset of shock induced separation occurring for the optimization designs, compared to the sonic plateau designs, which may represent a further criterion to include in a design problem formulation.
V. Conclusions
Aerodynamic performance maps have been used to investigate the global behavior of various performance metrics, including drag divergence, separation onset and critical Mach number boundaries. Example airfoils designed using a sonic plateau approach have provided a useful view of the trade-off between drag divergence and separation onset, together with the global impact on viscous and wave drag. The sonic plateau approach lead to designs having smoothly varying performance characteristics over the full range of operating conditions considered. In particular, drag divergence and separation onset boundaries are simple in form, without discontinuities. These sonic plateau designs have been used as a baseline for comparison with airfoils designed using optimization.
A single-point optimization case exhibited two key differences compared to the sonic plateau cases. Firstly, there is the usual very highly localized tuning of performance (shock wave elimination), which was confined to a narrow region of M and C L about the design condition. However, there is also a second less obvious, global impact on the drag divergence and separation onset boundaries. In particular, the drag divergence boundary occurs earlier over the full range of conditions investigated and is seen to be complex and discontinuous. Similarly, the separation onset boundary is significantly delayed and is associated with the optimization approach seeking viscous drag reduction.
An alternative multi-point optimization formulation was used to investigate the global impact of reducing the localized tuning of performance. The resulting multi-point case still exhibits localized performance tuning, though it is significantly less pronounced. It is seen that global impact on drag divergence and separation onset boundaries is also still present and is also less pronounced.
It is anticipated that an optimization problem formulation which includes a very wide region of design conditions, could ultimately result in a design which is increasingly more similar to the sonic plateau type designs.
Alternatively, the sonic plateau cases could be viewed as being representative of what might be expected if an optimization problem could be formulated so as to avoid improvements based upon highly localized shock wave drag reduction techniques. Current work is hence investigating alternative optimization problem formulations, based upon the insights gained from the application of the AeroMap process for various airfoil design approaches.
